Mitral valve dynamics in severe aortic stenosis before and after aortic valve replacement.
The aortic and mitral valves are anatomically linked through a fibrous continuity. The investigators hypothesized that severe aortic stenosis (AS) would alter this fibrous continuity, affecting both the mitral valve and left ventricular function, and that mitral valve function would be altered after aortic valve replacement (AVR). The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of AS and its treatment with surgical AVR on the mitral valve. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (using a Philips iE33 system) was performed on 49 patients: 20 controls with normal valves and left ventricular function, 20 with AS and normal left ventricular function studied before and after AVR, and nine with systolic heart failure and normal valves. Custom software tracked the aortic and mitral valves in three-dimensional space, allowing automated measurements of aortic and mitral annular (MA) morphology throughout the cardiac cycle. Patients with AS before AVR had reduced MA velocities. After AVR, aortic and MA areas were significantly smaller throughout the cardiac cycle compared with controls and pre-AVR values. MA displacement was reduced after AVR and in patients with systolic heart failure compared with those with AS and controls. Dynamic MA function is changed with AS and after AVR through alterations in the aortic-mitral fibrous continuity. The prosthetic valve ring results in reduced aortic and MA areas, which could affect blood flow in and out of the left ventricle. These changes suggest that the design of future prosthetic aortic valves should be more flexible to preserve the function of the aortic-mitral fibrous continuity.